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TRAINING SESSION

Box Dribbling Warm-Up

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, cones

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Dribbling and maintaining ball control in traffic

Description

SET-UP: 15x15 yard box, with a 5 yard box centrally, and discs scattered around the central box. Line at each

corner of the box, every player with a ball. PROGRESSIONS: 1)Dribble to and around nearest corner, dribble back.

2)Dribble to and around nearest corner, pass back. 3)Dribble through central box to opposite corner. 4)Dribble

through central box, once through, pass to opposite corner.

Key Points

Technical:Smaller, more frequent touches.Surface - sole, inside, outside, laces.Head up every two or three touches

to see surroundings.Ankle locked on pass.Quick look up to see target.Communication - put names on

passes.Tactical:Spatial awareness in central grid to see where other players are
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TRAINING SESSION

1v1 - Man On

Ball Control

Dribbling

Individual attacking

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To make players comfortable receiving and maintaining possession under defensive pressure

Description

SET-UP: Two cones 15 yard apart, with a 5x5 yard box halfway in between the two. Players split into two teams, one

at each cone, and one player from each line (Team A  Team B) start centrally. PLAY: Line A plays to player A in

central box who receives under light pressure from player B; player A takes 2-3 touches in central box, then plays

back to Line A and follows his pass. Pattern is repeated from Line B to player B. PROGRESSION: Line A plays to

player A, who uses 2-3 touches to turn defender B, and play pass to line B. Player A follows his pass, and the

pattern begins again from Line B. PROGRESSION: Go live! Players in the middle compete to either pass or dribble to

opposite line. Two new players after each ball.

Key Points

Technical:Player A to make contact with Player B before asking for pass.Receive with foot furthest from

defender.Surface - sole or outside; inside typically shows too much ball to the defender.Be strong on the ball to

stay in the box for 2-3 touches.Wide turns to protect ball.Ball manipulation.Communication - passing player

communicates "Man On!"Tactical:Decision to spin off defender's shoulder, or use strength to turn.Understanding when

to play back, and when to try and turn the defender
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TRAINING SESSION

1v1 to Goal or Box

Ball Control

Dribbling

Individual attacking

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goal

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Develop players ability to maintain possession under pressure, and create a shooting or passing chance

Description

SET-UP: Set two 5x5 yard boxes, 2 yards apart, approximately 12 yards from goal. One player from Team A in Box 1,

and one player from Team B in Box 2. Counter target players from Team A and Team B are either side of the Coach, 10

yards from Box 1 and Box 2. PLAY: Coach starts play with a ball in to either box. Receiving player must get turned

and score (2 pts.), or maintain possession into defending player's box (1 pt.). Defending player must win ball and

play counter target (1 pt.). New players in box from each team after each ball has been scored/knocked out.

PROGRESSION: Add a GK or 2nd defender in front of goal. PROGRESSION: Play 2v2

Key Points

Technical:Dynamic first touch.Change of direction/pace.Deception and creativity.Tactical:Can I turn right away and

score, or do I need to maintain possession with my 1st touch?Angle of defender - is he showing me the goal, or

allowing me to move into his box?Can players use the two options to score as a means to deceive the

defender?Defenders - can I maintain possession and find the target once I win the ball?
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TRAINING SESSION

4 v 4 OR 5 v 5 without GKs

Individual attacking

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Apply dribbling skills and moves from previous three phases into a small sided game.

Description

Players split into two teams of equal numbers, either 4v4 or 5v5 depending on age and ability. Smaller numbers are

OK here in order to create opportunities for 1v1 attacking.

Key Points

Technical:Head up to see fieldSmaller, more frequent touches when in possession of the ballExecution of dribbling

moves under pressureTactical:Can players recognize when the 1v1 opportunity is on?Risk vs reward depending on

thirds of the field, as well as defensive coverAm I dribbling to beat my defender, or to create space for a pass or

shot
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